This paper proposes an improvement to the texture generation-based image in-painting algorithm, using multi-resolution analysis. Instead of optimizing the size of the neighborhood window of the synthesized pixel and the size of the test image, the approach described in this paper applies the same (minimal) window and test image size to different sub-bands of the discrete wavelet transformed (DWT) image. This way the execution complexity is kept lowest possible, while still obtaining the same visual quality as by applying the optimal parameters in the spatial domain.
Introduction
Image in-painting or missing data correction in still images (as well as in video sequences) is an interesting new point in a multitude of applications since defects are common in large nonelectronic archives. Another interesting application of the automatic in-painting would be the concealment of selected objects in retouching of images or other special effects.
Several approaches in automatic in-painting are distinguishable:
• Correction using reshaping the Fourier spectrum of the region of interest according to a reference spectrum (HIRANI et al. 1996 EFROS et al. 2001 , EFROS et al. 1999 , BORNARD et al. 2003 , IGEHY et al. 1997 The last category is the one that inspired our work. The next Section describes the basics of this approach and the Section 3 describes how it can be improved using multi-resolution analysis. Section 4 gives an overview of the results, using the improvement we propose in Section 3.
Correction Using Texture Generation
The algorithm developed in EFROS et al. 1999 "grows" texture, pixel by pixel, outwards from an initial seed. A single pixel p is chosen as unit of synthesis so that the model can capture as much high frequency information as possible. All previously synthesized pixels in a square window around p (weighted to emphasize local structure) are used as the context. To precede with synthesis, the probability tables for the distribution of p are required, given all possible contexts. However, constructing them explicitly is out of the question. Instead, for each new context, the sample image is queried and the distribution of p is constructed as a histogram of all possible values that have occurred in the sample image as shown in Figure 1 . The non-parametric sampling technique, although simple, is very powerful at capturing statistical processes for which a good model hasn't been found.
The texture is modeled as a Markov Random Field (MRF). That is, we assume that the probability distribution of brightness values for a pixel given the brightness values of its spatial Fig. 1 . Given a sample texture image (left), a new image is being synthesized, one pixel at a time (right). To synthesize a pixel, the algorithm first finds all neighborhoods in the sample image (boxes on the left) that are similar to the pixel's neighborhood (box on the right) and then chooses one neighborhood and takes its center to be the newly synthesized pixel.
neighborhood is independent from the rest of the image. The neighborhood of a pixel is modeled as a square window around that pixel. The size of the window and the size of the sample image are free parameters that specify how stochastic the user believes the texture to be. More specifically, if the texture is presumed to be mainly regular at high spatial frequencies and mainly stochastic at low spatial frequencies, the size of the window should be on the scale of the smallest regular feature, and the size of the test image should be on the scale of the largest regular feature.
Let I be an image that is being synthesized from a texture sample image I smp ⊂ I real where I real is the real infinite texture. Let p ∈ I be a pixel and let ω(p) ⊂ I be a square image patch of width ω centered at p. Let d(ω1, ω2) denote some perceptual distance between two patches. If all the pixels in I except for p are known, p can be synthesized using the conditional probability distribution P(p|ω(p)) and then sample from it. A modification of the nearest neighbor is used: the closest match
is taken for synthesizing. The distance d is usually calculated as a sum of the squared differences metric, weighted by a Gaussian kernel:
, However, the size of the window and the size of the sample image are still left for the user to choose. Further, cases exist where these parameters need to be set high, which adds up to the execution time proportionally. The next chapter shows how using multi-resolution analysis helps us overcome the problem of the estimation of these free parameters, in fact, helps us to keep them low, and therefore shortens the execution time of the algorithm.
Correction Using Multi-Resolution
As stated in the previous section, the size of the window and the size of the sample image are free parameters that specify how stochastic the user believes the texture to be. The estimation of these parameters can be done using frequency feature extraction (using FFT, Wavelet or some other transform), or it can be done using texture classification, segmentation and comparison (UNSER 1995, HAVLICEK et al. 2001 ).
However, the approach we are proposing is pretty much the opposite: instead of using frequency analysis to get the frequency distribution of the image segment, and there from estimate the parameters from the dominant frequencies, we can analyze the image into frequency bands (using DWT) (STRANG et al. 1996) (Figure 2) , and apply the missing data corrections in each sub-band. The highest frequency bands contain the spatial features occurring in around 2 to 4 pixels, and therefore windows of size 5 and sample images of size 9 are sufficient for corrections. Since they are decimated twice, even windows of size 3 and sample images of size So, instead of estimating the parameters, we apply the smallest possible ones (and therefore "cheapest" from the execution point of view) to the wavelet-transformed image. The blotch is spatially distributed through the sub-bands (Figure 3) , so we practically have the same number of blotch-pixels for corrections, but the correction is done using the smallest window and sample image sizes. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed approach. Instead of estimating the parameters (visually or automatically), the image is wavelet-transformed and the blotch mask is spatially distributed according to the level of the transform. Then the transformed image is in-painted using small window and test image size, and the resulting image is inverse transformed. 
Results and Demonstration
The algorithm presented in EFROS et al. 1999 and BORNARD et al. 2003 has the computational complexity of:
where w i is the size of the window around the pixel i, s i is the size of the test image for the pixel i and n is the number of blotch-pixels. For optimal correction the free parameters w i and s i should vary depending on the spatial distribution of frequency features around the pixel i. So, the CPU load for an optimal correction depends on the number of blotched pixels and on the frequency features surrounding those pixels.
The approach in image in-painting presented in this paper does not optimize the in-painting parameters based on the spatial distribution of frequency features in the image, but instead, applies the same (minimal) parameters on different frequency bands. So, the computational complexity would be:
Therefore the CPU load for an optimal reconstruction depends only on the number of the pixels that are being synthesized, i.e. on the size of the blotches. Keeping the minimal CPU-load, this approach achieves practically the same visual quality as the previous approaches on the optimal complexity level. Figure 5 shows three examples of the approach presented. The first and the last ones contain a large blotch going through different texture and contour regions. The second one is a randomly vandalized image, with blotches in almost all the regions. Using the same window and sample image size, the image is recovered in all the regions, despite the differences in the frequency features.
Conclusion
In this paper, an improved texture-generationbased image in-painting algorithm has been proposed in order to obtain a scheme for overcoming the problem of estimating free parameters (the size of the window and the size of the test image), using multi-resolution.
The visual results achieved by this multi-resolution approach where minimal parameters are used (lowest CPU Load) are practically the same as those achieved by the conventional spatial domain approach, i.e. using adjusted parameters.
